McFarlane resigns post; new adviser announced

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan accepted the resignation of Robert McFarlane as national security adviser yesterday, and immediately named Poindexter, a low-keyed nuclear physicist who doggedly shuns the limelight.

Reagan and McFarlane both denied he was leaving because of well-publicized friction with White House chief of staff Donald Regan.

"That's nonsense," McFarlane said, standing grim-faced next to Reagan and Poindexter, his eyes red-rimmed and glistening with tears.

McFarlane, who is expected to land a top job in private industry, said he had no immediate plans. "I've got a few more leads, let me know."

Reagan said McFarlane, after 30 years of government service, "feels a responsibility, that I think all of us feel, toward his family." The president told reporters, "You have all been misinformed" about Reagan and McFarlane feuding.

Poindexter, a 27-year Navy veteran who was in his class at the U.S. Naval Academy, said he had assurances from the president and Regan that he would have direct access to the Oval Office, with no interference from the chief of staff.

"I don't anticipate any problems," Poindexter said. "Don and I are good friends. I've known him since he was secretary of the treasury."

The president said Poindexter's selection underscored "the continuity of our foreign policy." Speaking of McFarlane, Reagan said, "I know of no president who has been better served.

Virtually unknown outside the ranks of the cryptanalysts, which were put to good use during the construction of the administration's strategic plan to intercept and force the landing of the Egyptian jetliner carrying four Palestinians accused of hijacking the Achille Lauro cruise ship.

Poindexter has long avoided interviews and was thought to be an especially unwelcome shadow because he "is surrounded by proteges," according to one White House source. "I don't anticipate any problems," Poindexter said. "Don and I are good friends. I've known him since he was secretary of the treasury."
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Accuracy in Academia stifles creativity in the classroom

There is a group which is trying to do a favor for students making sure professors are not presenting students facts which are questionable. This conservative group is Accuracy in Academia, and it is an offspring of the 16-year-old Accuracy in Media.

Lawrence, its first president, said in an interview in Campus Voice magazine, the purpose of AIA is "to find out if the leftist bias among reporters and media personnel originates in the university classroom."

Lawrence intends to achieve this goal by recruiting unpaid monitors to observe selected classes, particularly those in the humanities.

These monitors report back to the group, and if these defenders of conservatism find what they perceive to be a liberal bias, they will pressure either the professor or the university itself to ensure that the conservative view also is presented.

Lawrence defends the group against charges that it is trying to push its own ideology on others with the contention that it is only "working for a continuation of Americanism as we know it." America as we know it, Lawrence contends, includes respecting the flag, upholding the Constitution and having a strong defense system.

In the first newsletter released by the group last month, a professor at Arizona State University is attacked for teaching an introductory political ideology class which the group claims does not present anything except anti-nuclear propaganda.

In response to this professor's perceived liberal bias, the newsletter's editors write to the university condemning the professor or send money to AIA so it can distribute the book, "The Health Hazards of Not Going Nuclear," to the 200 students currently enrolled in the class.

Even if AIA may have a right to defend its own views, it is questionable whether it has the right to enter the classroom to do this.

An outside group entering a classroom doing what really should be done by students themselves undermines what possibly may be the most important aspect of an education - the ability to analyze views presented and argue intelligently when it is necessary.

Lawrence claims the group must do this because college students are "children."

This point is also arguable because even the American legal system considers anyone 18 years of age or older to be a responsible adult capable of exercising free will.

AIA is entering areas in which it does not belong, not to mention stifling the atmosphere of free intellectual expression of ideas by making professors reconsider presenting controversial ideas.

AIA is not doing anyone any favors.

Jane Kravcik
Assistant News Editor

- the usual minimum for a college student - an adult.
- Even the claim that the group is only looking for false facts is questionable.
- If the group is so interested in facts, it should be monitoring those classes with the greatest quantity of facts presented: math and science classes.
- Instead, it is concentrating its efforts on humanities classes, which present fewer facts along with more opinions.
- If professors are presenting false information, it is the duty of students to confront the professor with any opposing views they may have.
- If an outside group is needed to decide what is false and what is not, an integral part of the learning experience is eliminated, and no one wins.
- In the end, one is left with the impression that the emergence of AIA and its ensuing battles with universities will leave the student in a type of ideological time warp, being bombarded with opinions disguised as facts without being given the chance to learn to think for themselves.

AIA is entering areas in which it does not belong, not to mention stifling the atmosphere of free intellectual expression of ideas by making professors reconsider presenting controversial ideas.

AIA is not doing anyone any favors.
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Today does not have to be just another ordinary day. Make it special for someone important in your life with a single design or a colorful bouquet of fresh flowers.
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**FRAMES**

20 days and counting

The Knights of Columbus urged people to keep Christ in Christmas with this decorative sign outside the group's building. The sign is one of many Christmas decorations that keep popping up all over campus.

![Christmas Sign](Image)

**FREE FRAMES**

with NuVision's

Double Up Deal!

BUY 1ST PAIR

GET 2nd FRAME

AND TINT FREE!

Now you can get the eyewear bargain of the century. Buy one pair of quality NuVision eyeglasses or contacts and get a second frame absolutely free with the purchase of prescription lenses. Choose your second frame from a large selection and get a free solid, fashion or sunglass tint when you buy your second pair of lenses! Plus, save on extended wear, tinted or daily wear contacts.

**Tremendous Values on Contact Lenses!**

Extended Wear $74

Softmate E.W. $89

Tinted Soft $49

Daily Wear Soft

Contact lens price does not include eye exams or care kit.
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**Bhopal chemical leak anniversary mourned**

Associated Press

BHOJPAL, India - A general strike paralyzed this central Indian city Tuesday and thousands of angry protesters filled the streets on the second day of demonstrations marking the first anniversary of the Union Carbide gas leak that killed more than 2,000 people.

Hundreds of effigies of the American chemical company's chairman were set ablaze Tuesday night.

Marches and rallies were conducted in at least five other Indian cities, including New Delhi and Calcutta, commemorating the leak of methyl isocyanate gas that killed more than 2,000 people in Bhopal - most of them slum dwellers - and injured 300,000 others.

About 4,000 demonstrators swarmed outside the Union Carbide pesticide plant in Bhopal, demanding that the plant be permanently closed before another disaster occurs. More than 1,000 riot police guarded the plant.

"Our struggle will be alive as long as we have life in our bodies and sensation in our heart," Abid Rizvi, a textile union leader, told protesters outside the plant. Many in the crowd were crying.

Security was tightened at all Union Carbide plants in India.

Children and adults thronged streets throughout Bhopal and set fire to hundreds of small and large effigies of Union Carbide chairman Warren Anderson.

"Down with killer Carbide, drown Anderson in chemicals," they shouted.

Protest leaders said they planned to burn one effigy for each victim in the Dec. 2 to 3, 1984, industrial disaster, the world's worst.

Government offices, shops and markets in Bhopal were closed Tuesday in memory of the victims. Motorcruiser rickshaws and mini-buses, the principal means of transportation in the city of 900,000, stayed off the roads.

Black flags flew over homes in most of the slums around the Bhopal plant while the victims marked the anniversary as a "black day."

No violence was reported in any of the demonstrations.

The United News of India, quoting official sources, said three more slum dwellers who lived near the plant died Tuesday of gas-related injuries. Doctors at the city's main hospital could not confirm the report but said thousands of victims still suffered respiratory problems.

One year ago more than 40 tons of deadly methyl isocyanate leaked from a storage tank and turned into a deadly cloud of gas. The fumes smothered residents of shantytowns near the plant and felled thousands of people as they fled in panic.

**For me, the real difference was the people, I could tell from the beginning that was the DH&S difference.**

Jean Avery

Staff Accountant, DH&S, San Francisco, CA

8/89, Notre Dame

It's a very open firm. Doors are open people let you know you're welcome.

Put it another way: DH&S cares.

At all my interviews—on campus, at the office—everyone helped me give my best.

That concern for my professional development has been there from day one.

The training is excellent; I have a career advisor who knows my strengths, the supervisors on my job are thorough. All the way up the line, people are there when you need them.

Everyone told me accounting was more than numbers, that it was really a people profession.

That's why I'm sure I made the right decision. I work with good people who have the highest technical skills—together, in a total business environment.

There's no question. It's an outstanding business career.

**Deloitte & Haskins-Sells**

USA
**Chicago street gang seeks religious identity**

**Associated Press**

CHICAGO - Members of what police say is one of Chicago's most notorious street gangs are testing the First Amendment with a lawsuit seeking recognition as an organized religion - with rights to preach in prisons.

Correction authorities say the class-action lawsuit is crucial to the state prison system's future. They say the request for religious status is a move to cover gang recruiting and to organize illegal activities within prison walls.

"If the inmates should happen to prevail in this case," said Illinois Corrections Director Michael Lane, "it would guarantee no one would be able to manage the Illinois prison system."

The El Rukns say they are peace-loving adherents of Islam and their intent is to spread Allah's word to the incarcerated. They follow the Koran's teachings and have adopted Sunni Islamic belief structures and prayer regulations, said leader Amir Reico El.

The El Rukns control their group has a constitutional right to practice its religion and should be given the same rights afforded other religions by the Illinois Corrections Department.

"A group could be a religion and a street gang," said the El Rukns' attorney, Thomas Peters. "Their beliefs are traditional Islamic beliefs."

At least one other Chicago gang, the Black Disciples, has incorporated as a religious group. And prison officials say other gangs may follow suit if the El Rukns succeed.

"They're waiting in the wings on this one," Richard DeRobertis, a former Stateville Correctional Center warden, testified at the trial, which resumed yesterday in U.S. District Court in Danville.

The El Rukns Organization is headquartered in an abandoned theater in an impoverished area of the city's South Side. Called the Grand Major Mosque, the building resembles a fortress with a steel front door equipped with 2-inch diameter steel bars.

Authorities estimate the gang's membership at several hundred. Citing security concerns, the El Rukns declined to comment on their size.

**Four bombs delivered at clinics in Oregon**

**Associated Press**

PORTLAND, Ore. - Police on Tuesday said they defused four similar bombs that had been mailed to four area agencies that perform abortions or provide birth control information.

Three bombs were found in packages in the main post office, and one had been delivered Monday to the Portland Women's Feminist Health Center, said police spokesman Jay Decker.

Staffers at the center became suspicious of the package and called police, said the center's Executive Director, Geri Craig. She said staffers have been trained to be alert for suspicious packages and letters.

Decker said the bomb was powerful enough to kill or injure several people. He refused to give details, saying an investigation was proceeding.

Police said the three bombs they found at Portland's main post office were addressed to Dr. Peter Hours of the Portland Women's Feminist Health Center, said police spokesman Jay Decker.

Staffers at the center became suspicious of the package and called police, said the center's Executive Director, Geri Craig. She said staffers have been trained to be alert for suspicious packages and letters.

Decker said the bomb was powerful enough to kill or injure several people. He refused to give details, saying an investigation was proceeding.

Police said the three bombs they found on Tuesday were delivered to Planned Parenthood offices in Beaverton.

Abortion is performed at Hours clinic and the Lovejoy Surgicenter. The Planned Parenthood office distributes birth control information but performs no abortions.

**Correction**

Because of a reporting error in yesterday's Hall Presidents' Council story, Bruce Lohman's title was incorrect. He has no official association with student government or the Judicial Council. Also, the partially questionnaires were not the work of a committee but was composed by Lohman and another student.

Because of an editing error, a photograph in Tuesday's Observer incorrectly identified the owner of an automobile damaged by a tree. The car was owned by junior Andrew Saal.
Reagan requests tax bill support

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan asked the House yesterday to support the tax overhaul bill proposed by Democrats, despite a prediction by a House GOP leader that many Republicans would decline such a White House request.

Reagan said the tax measure approved by the Democratic-run House Ways and Means Committee and the alternative proposed by the panel's Republican members, as well as his original proposal, all "represent substantial progress from current law."

"True tax reform is imperative," he said in a written statement. "We do not want to risk damaging, perhaps irreparably, an entire year's effort to achieve real tax reform, so I strongly believe the legislative process must be allowed to go forward," Reagan said.

He added, however, that the House bill "can only be considered a good start, not an end product."

"Any legislation that ends up retarding economic growth, and thereby diminishing the number of jobs upon which American families depend, is not what we mean by tax reform," the president said.

House Speaker Thomas O'Neill (D-Mass.) told reporters earlier that Reagan will have to persuade at least 74 of the 182 House Republicans to vote for the Democratic-written bill if it stands a chance of passing. "I'm going to need Republican votes - there's no question about it," he said.

Congressional leaders have said no tax-overhaul plan can pass the House without Reagan's active support.

Muller

continued from page 1

founded in 1980. "And what's wrong with our media which doesn't really play this up?" he said. "One side stops and the other doesn't even know it."

Despite the present situation, Muller said, he's "very optimistic. In the long run," because of "tremendous progress" made in the last five years in the public's awareness of the nuclear issue.

The next step, the Harvard faculty member said, is for people to learn to live with nuclear weapons because such weapons "are with us forever . . . The knowledge cannot be destroyed."

Muller, who is on a leave of absence as an IPPNW officer but remains a member, said the physicians' peace group faced several problems at its inception.

"It was a scary time," he said. "We had no money, no staff, we all had other jobs. It was a very difficult time."

Other problems faced by the IP­NW, which now has more than 135,000 members in 41 countries, were the American doctors' worry of being viewed as "left-wing propaganda agents" and the public's initial reaction to the group.

"The immediate response to us was 'You're a dangerous group. You're doctors who are going to..."

The American Express Card

If you've been wanting the American Express Card for some time, this is some time to apply.

Because if you're a senior, all you need is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. (And even if you don't have a job right now, don't worry. This offer is still good for 12 months after you graduate.) Why isn't an American Express making the Card a little easier for seniors to get? Well, to put it simply, we believe in your future. And this is a good time to show it -- for we can help in a lot of ways as you graduate. The Card can help you be ready for business. It's a must for travel to meetings and entertaining. And to entertain yourself, you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for an Occasion of your choice.

The Card can also help you establish your credit history, which can help in your future. So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to have a Special Student Application sent to you. Or look for one on campus. The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it."

Learn the facts about cancer. And make not knowing the risks, one less risk.

Lee's Ribs
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7:00 - close
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Dear Editor:

Eric Bergamo began their target practice with a few from warmer climates. South Quad. After using Zahm for target practice how and moves into North Quad like a low climate. Yes, it does look pretty as it falls from the logic behind this event. It begins some following her incidents on the bus, leaders left out just to the roughly 50,000 black residents of Montgomery which read:

"Don't ride the bus to work, to town, to school or any place Monday, December 5. Another Negro woman has been arrested and put in jail because she refused to give up her bus seat. Come to a man-meeting Monday at 7 p.m. at the Holy Spirit Church for further instructions."

And thus, because of an ordinary, 42-year-old, black seamstress the "Montgomery Bus Boycott" and thereby the civil rights move summer. When Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated the buses were empty. So effective was the one-man protest that night was fairly severe: windows in Zahn and Dillion the boy in Zahm and several bruised and battered warriors tempers do flair during these annual games. I had hoped in my year abroad since then that something was learned around this place. I know I was wrong. The gallant warriors are beginning to return to their strongholds now I wonder what the damage will be this year? "This is a shame they had to ruin the beauty and tranquility of this nation after their first snow. At least I have the pictures I took to show the scenes of the reign beheld the animals were let out of their cages.

...and that when their fate become..."

Kerry Dixon
Pomerville East

Also, does your husband know that you sign your own name and not his? 

Craig Varsoud Grace Hall

Faust leaves as winner in one ND fan's book

Dear Editor:
The resignation of Gerry Faust affects every person differently. For me, the day I heard he was resigning was a day I will long remember. Faust was Notre Dame. He stood for what we as Catholics, and even Christians, believe. He lived his beliefs on and off the field, always with an air of integrity. Although he did not accomplish his goal, Faust never gave up. He believed in his team and Notre Dame as a whole. Faust may go down in the record book as a losing coach, but in my book he is a winner.

Sarah Rash
Lemnis Hall

"The stockings were hung by the chimney with care, in the hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there."

Clement C. Moore

"The Night Before Christmas"
Reverence of students showed proof of faith

Dear Editor:

Last Monday afternoon during a roaring blizzard the Holy Cross Community had to bury a fellow priest by the name of Father Tom McDonough. We marched from Sacred Heart Church to the community cemetery behind Holy Cross Hall. As we approached the playing field next to the residence hall we could hear shouts of students who were frantically in a game of football in the snow. They were wonderful sounds of joy and I am sure that McDonough himself must have played on the same field many moons ago at Notre Dame. All of a sudden every student became aware of the procession and he fell behind Holy Cross Hall and their rector, Father Andre Leveille.

I pointed out the students kneeling in the snow to him. He looked up and said, "Isn't that something? There was an immediate glow of pride in his eyes for our students and he waved at them as if to say "Thank you."

I would like to commend the students of Holy Cross Hall and their rector, Father Patrick Seiffert. The Pope's courtesy and genuine expression of respect as Catholic Christians. It made me feel really proud of the faith of our students.

I remain, sincerely yours in Christ,

Rev. Andre Leveille
Director of University Ministry

Monitoring euthanasia would be a big problem

Dear Editor:

Lisa Perez in her column, "Legality of euthanasia so that dying have a choice," states that "dying with dignity should not be a crime." Euthanasia is certainly a notable idea and not a particularly good one. Perez states that, "A close and careful watch should be kept by the law... so that euthanasia does not become rampant and haphazard." How does she propose we do that? Perez has somewhat let down the patient's right to die, with a surprising lack of both empathy and understanding. How can anyone be so sure? How do we know that the patient who is dying will be incurable and hope? This presumes we know today what cures will be found tomorrow. Also, is there not a chance of faulty diagnosis? Unfortunately, medical reality is riddled with examples of how we know for a patient killed for not being dying to die. If euthanasia were legalized, genuine mercy killing might lead to mistakes. If a person is unconscious, we can never be sure of his intention. If we kill one person who does not legally consent, what is there to stop us from killing another. It is in this regard that the grounds would be similar: a person with no choice and no chance for a good life. It is better for the patient to die and to let him or her die then to open up this box of troubles.

Jim Lipitzky
Talm Hall

Silent campus majority knows about apartheid

Dear Editor:

In the special edition of Scholastic magazine, the editors put out a call to the student body to "swake from their apathy and support a referendum for divestiture." Let us forever be treated as children by the administration. We must argue for South Africa. The administration is merely dealing with the majority of students here at Notre Dame.

While highly idealistic, the movement for divestiture is counter to political realities and is a naturally "aggressive" act of human nature. What right do we have to play God in South Africa when grass roots effects of our actions will be political instability, economic chaos and of detrimental nature to the vast majority of blacks.

Why do we hear this clarion call to violence and an instant solution? Sure, our patience has been worn thin by the harshness of apartheid and its apparent immortality, but violence is not a solution.

One has only to look to our past history of the fight for civil rights to see that one has to walk before one can run. The classic confrontation between Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois for economic and political rights for blacks in America is very similar to the crises for instant solutions we hear to apartheid. Washington established the famous Tuskegee Institute, a trade school for blacks, while the other agitated for full equal rights. There are no instant solutions, but a knocking on the door of John Smith, Main Street, South Africa when grass roots effects of our actions will be political instability, economic chaos and of detrimental nature to the vast majority of blacks.

Do we then contradict ourselves if actions speak louder than words? We believe we do not. Trying to bring South Africa to its knees by divestment is a "quitter's solution" which will only result in a defensive reaction. It is a too aggressive move at the present time, and is analogous to playing the trump before the hand has been properly played. Here are the real "grass root" questions we should be asking ourselves:

How can we change apartheid, while still maintaining a stable South African ally?

If we remove the only inside pressure we have against apartheid, will we be giving up the struggle for a just world?

and turning the question into one of revolution and more violence?

Why do we hear so much about apartheid and so little about Afghanistan and the oppressive measures taken by other governments that we support? What is the difference between apartheid and non-communist alike?

We are simply writing to cause trouble, but the loud minority should indeed question their sources. We see this movement as the blind leading the blind. Apartheid no. Divestment no. Violence no.

Randy Gallagher
Tom Pernestine
Keith Sandrock
Notre Dame students

The United States must end support of the Contras

Dear Editor:

I must thank Brendan Daniels for explaining the policy of the United States in Central America. If United Daniels correctly, the United States supports the Contras because if it did not, the guerrillas would soon threaten all American interests in the Caribbean. After all, the "red menace" will march steadfastly northward, subjecting innocent people to communism until they knock on the door of John Smith, Main Street, South America. If we prevent this unspeakable atrocity, America has the right and indeed the duty to support killers, torturers and fascists, not only in Central America but throughout the world. In the name of fighting communism, America is killing innocent people. How long can we, as followers of Jesus Christ, allow this to go on?

Michael Sestrick
Housard Hall
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LaFortune employees adjust to inconvenience

FRANK LIPO
features staff writer

ominous thuds and the drone of heavy machinery are heard as often as the sound of student voices. Vibrations shake the walls. Fine white dust coats the furniture and stairwells.

But despite the inconveniences that a renovation has brought, business continues in LaFortune Student Center.

"It's not really too bad. It gets dirty and noisy, but I can handle it myself," said Debby Morris, a full-time employee of the Huddle. "I imagine it is a lot of inconvenience for most people, though... I think it will be nice when it's done. It should be worth it (the inconvenience)," said Morris.

Those who work in the basement and first floor are closest to the dust and noise must be dealt with first. Those who work in the basement and first floor are closest to the dust which rises as cement walls are knocked out. Those on the east side of the building must work as cranes and heavy machinery hover over LaFortune and must feel the vibrations as the addition slowly rises out of the quickly freezing ground. But the degree of noise, dust and vibration changes from day to day.

"We're far enough removed from the noise. We're OK because we're on the second floor. Once in a while we have clouds of dust all over the place," said Betty Fitterling, editor-in-chief of Scholastic. The heavy machinery noise and the noise like a "pile-driver" sometimes make the floors vibrate, added Basile. But he said the renovations do not interfere with the production of the magazine.

Space limitations during the renovation are another problem that those who work in LaFortune must face. The game room in the basement of LaFortune held 13 pool tables last year. This year it holds two. "The construction itself isn't bad. But it sure has been a reduction (in facilities) since last year," said Fritz Lupone, a student employee of the game room.

Brother Francis Gorch, manager of LaFortune for the past 20 years, said the space limitation of the game room is one of the biggest problems of the renovation. Two pool tables and five video machines are not enough to meet student needs, he said. The annual pool tournament will be cancelled this year because of the lack of tables.

The Morrissey Loan Office also suffered inconvenience from the renovation, said Gorch. The office is temporarily relocated to the third floor of the Administration Building near the Student Affairs office. Shenanigans' office was also moved from the basement, this time to the Scholastic office on the third floor of LaFortune.

Dust bowl

Shenanigans was moved approximately a month ago because of the unhealthy dust, according to Shenanigans general manager Kate O'Malley. The new office space is actually larger than the old office space, said Mike Bish, financial manager. O'Malley said the move has been a smooth one. Both said they looked forward to a renovated LaFortune where all club offices would be located together.

Work done in the basement also affects those who inhabit LaFortune in unexpected ways. Strain pipes, water pipes, electrical wires and gas lines have been unintentionally cut or disconnected for varying amounts of time.

"The main problem that I have is when they have to shut the water off," said Margaret Linhart, student government secretary. She said at such times it is impossible to use the washrooms or even to get a drink of water or make a pot of coffee.

Gorch said that renovations over the years have changed the layout of LaFortune to such a degree that old blueprints are not accurate. Also, many blueprints have been lost.

This is the fourth renovation in the last 20 years, said Gorch. He said he views the renovation as "just another phase." He said the inconveniences will be a part of the renovation period. There are just "the things you have to put up with."

"I've gotten so used to it (the inconveniences)... I'm sure when it's all over it will be worth it. We'll probably get headaches from the silence when it's over," said Linhart. "I'm really excited to see the finalization of the construction... it's something that's been needed for a long, long time."
 Dynastv II: The Bores

ERIC M. BERGAMO
features copy editor

This is my overall reaction to "Dynasty II: The Colbys." Yawn.

They should have named this show "Dynasty II: The Bores." It is a listless attempt to cash in on the success of "Dynasty." There is a great deal of glitter and gloss, but unfortunately not much after that to keep the program going.

Television

Yes, these California Colbys are rich. They are so rich that their mansion looks like a place where Robin Leach would stop by for a segment of "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" and then they do Aqua on the hilt. I'd like to see how much of the program's budget is just spent on clothes, but there is nothing of interest in the show after that.

The characters are terribly bland to the point that I really could not care what happens to them. Not that it matters, as the plotlines are hopelessly mired in a mix of camp and melodrama. Jason Colby, the patriarch of the Colbys and played by Charlton Heston, is dying from a heart ailment (and has fallen in love with playboy Miles Colby), soap opera ailment) and has fallen in love with playboy Miles Colby, but there is nothing of interest in the show after that.

The characters are terribly bland to the point that I really could not care what happens to them. Not that it matters, as the plotlines are hopelessly mired in a mix of camp and melodrama.

"Dynasty II: The Colbys" could be much better in a number of ways. They could give more substance to the characters, making them more human and giving them problems that the middle class viewers could relate to might help. Cutting down on the melodrama might also help to lighten up the show.

Now don't get me wrong, there were things that I liked in this show: Charlton Heston and Barbara Stanwyck do a respectable acting job as Jason Colby and Barbara Prince Colby respectively. The sets and costume are quite impressive to look at. But for "Dynasty II: The Colbys" to live up to its potential, they are going to have to add some substance to go with the style.

Essays link students and alums

KEVIN D. WALSH
features staff writer

The alumni that I see on football weekends are too removed from Notre Dame to understand them. Wearing funny hats, they swing beer and laugh a lot. They are older. They are braver. They are wiser. They are richer. These are not the same kind of people I know at Notre Dame.

The essays are all well-written and points of interest can be found in all of them. It is interesting to note the differences in attitude and writing style of those alumni who graduated after 1950 compared to those who graduated before 1950. The style of one of the essays is very similar to the novel serifs from the 1940s and 1950s like Tom Swift and Chip Hilton. The Hardy Boys Go to Notre Dame.

The first essay in the book, entitled "September Ghosts," was written by Paul Maich ('72). It is a

Books

Reflections in the Dome

"Reflections In The Dome" proved me wrong on that count. These people are just like us. So I'll like it and it scares me. The Notre Dame that they knew had different rules and different faculty and different buildings, but the University is the same.

"Reflections In The Dome" is a 55-page book published by Juniper Press and is a collection of essays written by students as a class. The book was edited by James O'Rourke and includes essays from Notre Dame professors James O'Rourke, Theodore Hesburgh. After pouring over numerous essays from countless classes, the students in that class decided on the ten essays presented in this book. Their choices cannot be faulted.

The essays are all well-written and points of interest can be found in all of them. It is interesting to little more than a side of a page and it is undoubtedly the most powerful article in the book. MacIr writes the essay as a patchwork of memories and everyday occurrences from his life at Notre Dame. Through his interpretation, these mundane happenings become something more. Something noble, I guess. This essay alone makes the slim volume worth the $4.95 price.

The settings for these stories are sometimes unfamiliar, but the situations are all too familiar. In "Bless Me" and "Father" by Joe Gores ('55), MacIr details the adventure of sneaking back on campus after a night out at South Bend bars, carefully avoiding the roaming guards provoking the campus to find curfew-breakers. Gores is not alone; he is accompanied by a football playing friend. When one of the guards catches the two, the football player knocks him out rather than risk getting caught. There are stories here about life at Notre Dame when George Gipp and Knute Rockne were here. There is an essay by a member of the first female class to go through Notre Dame, who relates an interesting story about how the girls at Notre Dame used to ship in girls for March Gymnasium.

In "The Season For War," another powerful essay, John Gilligan ('42) writes about the effect that World War II had on Notre Dame. With a student's confusion about world issues, Gilligan relates the story of how World War II broke the naive of sheltered Notre Dame life. It is eerie how the horror of Hitler provides a sort of back-ground music for Gilligan's familiar tales of youthful Notre Dame. I won't say too much more about the book or the stories in it. They are for you to discover. There is a valiant effort on the part of most of the writers here to down play the romantic side of the Notre Dame experience. They usually fail, but it isn't always bad.

I haven't been at Notre Dame very long. I can't say that I know all that much about it. I expected an overdose on all the mythic Notre Dame history I've heard. I didn't. It really serves to remind the reader that Notre Dame has, to borrow phrasing from the title of one of the essays, "The Mystique." The alumni that are often the butt of many of our jokes had their own jokes about alumni. They never thought they would become what they are. None of us believe that we'll be Notre Dame underwear for our grandchildren and spend every free second of our adult lives trying to get back to Notre Dame, but many of us will. If this book is any indication as to how I will see Notre Dame in the future, I welcome it.
The Obsever
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Sports Briefs

Interhall football teams which have not yet returned equipment can still do so today from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Gate 9 of the Stadium. - The Observer

The ND Men's Rowing Club will hold a meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in the ACC-concourse. For more information call Chen Nye at 236-4000. - The Observer

Stephan Center sends students monitoring to work Tues­

day, Thursday, and Saturday evenings. Applications should be turned in to the Student Activities Office on the first floor of LaFortune by tomorrow. - The Observer

NVA Club and Grad basketball teams must turn in all necessary insurance forms to the ACC office by tomorrow at 5 p.m. Rosters may be updated during this time. For more information call the NVA office - The Observer

The Off-Campus hockey team will hold practice Sunday at 11:15 a.m. in the ACC. All players should attend. For more information call Tim Conners at 234-1948. - The Observer

Women's basketball fans who wish to play an active and visible role in the 1985-86 season should call Kevin at 236-4400. - The Observer

All Observer Sports Writers and anyone interested in writing sports should attend a meeting tonight in LaFortune Little Theatre at 8. Only $15.00 annual membership is required to attend should call Jeff Blumberg at 239-5323. - The Observer

Classifieds

Iowa State holds memorial service for those killed in airplane crash

Britain unveils one of the yachts that it will send to America's Cup

Associated Press

HAMPSHIRE, England - In a splendid red carpet ceremony, Princess Diana yesterday unveiled "Cruiser," the first of four British yachts that will challenge for the 1987 America's Cup. "Cruiser" sailed into the harbor at Cowes to win the coveted trophy for the first time. "I name this yacht Cruiser God bless her," the Princess, wearing a back- 

vedeau, spoke to the crew of 12 in this bullet of the 12-meter yacht. Cruiser, designed by marine architect Ian Hood, is the first of two aluminum crafts being built at this picturesque marina on the English south coast for America's Cup challenge.

The other British boat, which offi-

This story was originally published by The Observer. To read the full article, please visit the Observer's website.
Holtz continued from page 16

Because the career moves that are often made in college coaching have a great effect on the life of the coach's entire family, Holtz claims that any move his father makes is always discussed by the entire family. The decision to go to Notre Dame was no exception.

"The whole family sits down and talks about any move my father is thinking about making," said Holtz. "We make some comments but we want to do what will make dad the happiest."

And from the way Holtz sounds about his father's new job, it seems that both Holtz Sr. and Jr. couldn't be happier.

"It's always been a dream for my father to coach at Notre Dame," noted Holtz, "and I'm pumped that he is going to be here. The reason that I came to Notre Dame is that I was sold on the tradition and the excitement when I visited the campus. Now my father will be a part of Notre Dame."

Although his father may just be the most recognized personality at the university, Holtz is not trying to cash in on his father's fame. Claiming that "he is not going out and spray painting his name on the back of all his shirts," Holtz is just happy that his family will be around South Bend when he wants to visit there.

"Everyone would like their parents to be around when they want to talk about something," he said. "Now I won't have to drive 12 hours to see my mom and dad or wait to talk to them during a weekend phone call. Their house will be a place for me to go and get away from school and my grades."

Holtz, who won't be graduating until the fall of 1986, added that he is very excited about seeing his father's first Irish team next year. "At Arkansas I only got to see two or three games a year and catch the other scores on TV," noted Holtz, "but next year I will be in the stands for every game."

But winning or losing doesn't really seem to be a top priority for Holtz. No matter how the Irish and his father fare next season, Holtz will always think of the man running the show on the sidelines as "just dad."
Irish freshman class looks very promising

By MARTY STRASSEN
Sports Writer

For the Dame women's basketball team, the future looks bright with the addition of two players who led a state championship team which posted a 20-8 record last season.

Heidi Coach DiStanislao hopes to take her squad to the NCAA Tournament this year and expects Heidi Bunke and Dianna Kuhns to be major contributors. Coach DiStanislao expects Toney to utilize her speed on both ends of the court during the 1985-86 campaign.

"She's a very valuable player," she said. "She played a jack-of-all-trades role in high school and has a wide variety of skills. Didi is a floor leader with a lot of confidence and great passing skills. As she improves her defensive skills, her contribution to the team will increase."

Toney certainly has the raw talent to help the Irish defensively, as her speed on the press is sure to increase her defensive pressure on the court. Bunke may look to be a solid forward in the middle of the court. Coach DiStanislao looks for a player to take the offensive punch Kuhns provides. Bunke is already off to an impressive season. She averaged 24.8 points and 10 rebounds per game last year and earned first-team all-America honors in a number of national publications.

"Diondra is going to be a very good college player," DiStanislao said. "She's tall, talented and has a very good shooting touch. Her role on the team will develop as she learns the game and discovers how to push her limits." Learning the college game involves gaining experience through increased floor time. In this respect, Bunke will provide as she gains experience on the court. Sharpshooter Lisa Kuhns rounds out the freshman trio, bringing her 18.3-point-per-game high school scoring average to the women's team. Coach DiStanislao looks for Toney to push her limits. She opened her college career by scoring 10 points in an Irish loss to Purdue and followed up with a 21-point game in Monday's 95-65 triumph over Western Michigan.

Bunke's height adds rebounding strength to the Dame front line. In the backcourt, explosive Dianna Toney can be expected to add her quick ball-handling, passing and shooting skills to the Notre Dame outside game. The speedster from Chicago averaged 17 points, seven rebounds and five assists as a high school senior and was named second-team Parade All-American. Coach DiStanislao expects Toney to utilize her speed on both ends of the court during the 1985-86 campaign.

"Diondra Toney to make significant..."
Freshman Boyd starts season well; wrestling team travels to Las Vegas

By ED JORDANICH
Sports Writer

Fran McCann and his wrestling team, along with freshman standout Pat Boyd, are headed for the land of sand, Sinatra and slot machines.

The Showboat Hotel in Las Vegas, Nev. will be the site for this weekend's Las Vegas Invitational, and the Irish, along with some 40 other teams, will exhibit their talents against the likes of NCAA powers Oklahoma, Oklahoma State and Arizona State.

One of the principal performers in McCann's traveling show is Boyd, the 142-pound freshman from Mount Pleasant, Mich. Part of the quintet of first-year wrestlers coining into Notre Dame with national acclaim, Boyd has impressed both McCann and Irish opponents immediately with third and fourth-place finishes at the Michigan State Invitational and the St. Louis Open, respectively.

Boyd came to Notre Dame after an almost perfect career at Mount Pleasant High School. An overall record of 168-1 included three state championships. A semifinal loss in the 98-pound state tournament his freshman year proved to be Boyd's only loss. First-place finishes and undefeated seasons at 105, 132 and 138 pounds made him a highly sought-after wrestler during his senior year of high school.

"I've really always dreamt about coming to Notre Dame," said Boyd. "I wanted to stay close to home and the prospect of working with two great coaches in a building program was what I really liked. I was recruited by Michigan State, Central Michigan, Michigan and North Carolina, but Notre Dame was what I wanted in a lot of ways."

Now that he has been at Notre Dame and wrestled against some excellent competition, Boyd is making his mark due to a combination of factors.

"Pat is very intelligent," said McCann. "He is mentally mature for a freshman and is always in control. He's matured even more since he's been here. He doesn't get flustered out on the mat and this all-business approach is a definite advantage for Pat."

"Pat still has to get bigger," he continued. "He wrestles against kids who are filled out more than he is. Once he gets bulkier and adds to his frame, he'll be even better. He's already a strong kid. He did 50 pull-ups and 74 bar-dips at our strength testing, and there's no question he is really an excellent athlete."

For Boyd, the transition to college wrestling has been aided by two other freshmen who wrestle at the weight classes right above and below him (134 and 150). Jerry Doherty, a junior and the Irish's first-place at 134-pounds at the St. Louis Open, and Greg Goad, who returns to the team after sitting out a month with an injury, are Boyd's workout partners and two more reasons in McCann's five-star recruiting class.

"Jerry, Greg and (assistant coach) John Azevedo have helped me a lot," said Boyd. "The intensity of college wrestling is really different from high school and I have to be mentally prepared each time I go on the mat. By working with these guys, we all learn and improve."

Boyd emphasized that he and the other freshmen are wrestling with confidence due to the leadership of McCann, Azevedo and the upperclassmen.

"The coaches are excellent," he said. "Our goals are to qualify for nationals and by gaining experience against such good wrestlers we hope to peak at the right time. We had a super preseason of running and lifting and our mat time came later. We won't burn out. Coach McCann knows what he takes to win a match. The basics are going to win matches for us."

The competition in Las Vegas will be another building block for McCann's young team, as it gains momentum in its efforts for national honors.

Irish

continued from page 16

(2:15). Also, Harding had a pivotal role on the record-setting 400-yard medley relay team. Junior Chris Green, last year's most improved swimmer, is back again. Also back is the strong butterfly one-two punch of Mark Jensen and Chris Walsh.

In the short-distance freestyle events, sophomores Jeff Grace, Ron Hartrell and John Konculka look to power the Irish to higher point totals.

This group of talented swimmers, combined with the excellent coaching skills of Walsh and the new world-class swimming facilities, should provide the 1985-86 Notre Dame men's swim team with a very successful season.

After many months of training, this season will begin in earnest tomorrow.
Track participants show concern over loss of athletic sponsorship

Associated Press

HOUSTON - Coaches and athletes expressed extreme concern yesterday over the loss of support by shoe companies for track and field athletes and club teams.

"A lot of companies have dropped athletes who have depended on income from them," said Russ Rogers, coach at Fairleigh Dickinson University and coach of the men's team that won the championship in the 1985 World Cup meet.

"A lot of the middle-of-the-road athletes can't depend on the money they win in European meets, because it's usually the super athletes who win the money," be added. "For the athletes trying to work their way up, it's difficult for them to make money.

"The clubs also are cutting back or not operating anymore because they don't have the resources, either," he continued.

The coaches and athletes are gathered in Houston for the seventh annual convention of The Athletics Congress, the Indianapolis-based national governing body for track and field.

Fred Thompson, coach of the Bud Light Track Club, said the group now has completely collapsed.

The club's roster had included numerous world-class athletes, such as Calvin Smith, the world record holder in the 100-meter dash, and Larry Myricks, the 1979 World Cup long jump gold medalist.

"The shoe companies have done a great job of taking care of the athletes, and I hope they continue," said Mel Rosen, coach at Auburn University and coach of the men's team for the 1987 World Championships.

"If they want that, they have to make a commitment." Thompson said. "Every four years, the people like to hear the Star Spangled Banner and see the athletes on the (medal) platforms.

"If they want that, they have to support the athletes. They have to make a commitment.

"I think it's a must that an athlete be a full-time athlete to be world class," said Rogers. "It's too hard to work and compete. The competition is too keen. You have to commit full time to be consistent.

"The clubs also are cutting back or not operating anymore because they don't have the resources, either," he continued. "The small clubs are having big problems.

"I'm not saying that anyone owes anyone a living," continued Thompson. "But when the shoe company concept came out years ago, it was beautiful. The companies supported the athletes through last year.

"Last year, of course, was an Olympic year, and after the Los Angeles Games, in which the United States track and field teams performed exceptionally well - in part because of the Soviet-led boycott - shoe companies began dropping athletes. Some did it slowly, others in bunches.

"That support dried up," said Stephanie Hightower, the American record holder in the women's 100-meter high hurdles. "Nobody is giving anyone anything anymore."

Hightower had been a member of the Bud Light Track Club, the group now has completely collapsed.

The club's roster had included numerous world-class athletes, such as Calvin Smith, the world record holder in the 100-meter dash, and Larry Myricks, the 1979 World Cup long jump gold medalist.

"The shoe companies have done a great job of taking care of the athletes, and I hope they continue," said Mel Rosen, coach at Auburn University and coach of the men's team for the 1987 World Championships.

"With the shoe companies backing off and the clubs breaking up, we may be going back to the old days where the athletes will stop competing when they finish college," added Rosen. "And that worries me.

"The coaches agree that some of the shoe companies are interested in the athletes only during Olympic years.

"Every four years, the nation turns on the tube and wants to feel proud," said Thompson. "Every four years, the people like to hear the Star Spangled Banner and see the athletes on the (medal) platforms.
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS

1. Ring stone
2. Affection
3. Championship
4. Author Paul
5. Ferrigno
6. Evening
7. For fear that
8. Telephone
9. Good nose
10. Haughty
11. A&&=
12. TV's Arthur
13. Button
14. Cheese Steak Sandwich
15. Long fish
16. Legume
17. Charlotte
18. Hispanic
19. Composition
20. Go wrong
21. Obsolescence
22. Maginot Line
23. Mug contents
24. Hillary's conquest
25. Island
26. 11.00 P.M.
27. 10.00 P.M.
28. 9.30 P.M.
29. 9.00 P.M.
30. 8.30 P.M.
31. 8.00 P.M.
32. 7.30 P.M.
33. 7.00 P.M.
34. 6.30 P.M.
35. 6.00 P.M.
36. 4:30 P.M.
37. 4:00 P.M.
38. 3:30 P.M.
39. 3:00 P.M.
40. 2:30 P.M.
41. 2:00 P.M.
42. 1:30 P.M.
43. 1:00 P.M.
44. 12:30 P.M.
45. 12:00 P.M.
46. 11:30 A.M.
47. 11:00 A.M.
48. 10:30 A.M.
49. 10:00 A.M.
50. 9:30 A.M.
51. 9:00 A.M.
52. 8:30 A.M.
53. 8:00 A.M.
54. 7:30 A.M.
55. 7:00 A.M.
56. 6:30 A.M.
57. 6:00 A.M.
58. 5:30 A.M.
59. 5:00 A.M.
60. 4:30 A.M.
61. 4:00 A.M.
62. 3:30 A.M.
63. 3:00 A.M.
64. 2:30 A.M.
65. 2:00 A.M.
66. 1:30 A.M.
67. 1:00 A.M.
68. 12:30 A.M.
69. 12:00 A.M.

DOWN

1. Ring stone
2. Affection
3. Championship
4. Author Paul
5. Ferrigno
6. Evening
7. For fear that
8. Telephone
9. Good nose
10. Haughty
11. A&&=
12. TV's Arthur
13. Button
14. Cheese Steak Sandwich
15. Long fish
16. Legume
17. Charlotte
18. Hispanic
19. Composition
20. Go wrong
21. Obsolescence
22. Maginot Line
23. Mug contents
24. Hillary's conquest
25. Island
26. 11.00 P.M.
27. 10.00 P.M.
28. 9.30 P.M.
29. 9.00 P.M.
30. 8.30 P.M.
31. 8.00 P.M.
32. 7.30 P.M.
33. 7.00 P.M.
34. 6.30 P.M.
35. 6.00 P.M.
36. 4:30 P.M.
37. 4:00 P.M.
38. 3:30 P.M.
39. 3:00 P.M.
40. 2:30 P.M.
41. 2:00 P.M.
42. 1:30 P.M.
43. 1:00 P.M.
44. 12:30 P.M.
45. 12:00 P.M.
46. 11:30 A.M.
47. 11:00 A.M.
48. 10:30 A.M.
49. 10:00 A.M.
50. 9:30 A.M.
51. 9:00 A.M.
52. 8:30 A.M.
53. 8:00 A.M.
54. 7:30 A.M.
55. 7:00 A.M.
56. 6:30 A.M.
57. 6:00 A.M.
58. 5:30 A.M.
59. 5:00 A.M.
60. 4:30 A.M.
61. 4:00 A.M.
62. 3:30 A.M.
63. 3:00 A.M.
64. 2:30 A.M.
65. 2:00 A.M.
66. 1:30 A.M.
67. 1:00 A.M.
68. 12:30 A.M.
69. 12:00 A.M.

Wedneday's Solution

The Irish Gardens
Open Saturday, December 7!
Discount for weekend flowers ordered in advance
ORDER NOW! CALL 283-4242
Hours
Mon - Sat 12:30-5:30

Campus

<6:30 P.M. - Meeting, RASTA, Int Gallery, 3rd Floor Riley Art Building

• 7:00 P.M. - Meeting, Notre Dame - Saint Mary's Women's Caucus, Pasquerilla East Chapel Lounge

• 7:00 P.M. - Thursday Night Film Series, Page of Madness', Left

• 7:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M. - SAIL Film, West Side Story', Engineering Auditorium, Sponsored by Student Activities Board, $1.00

• 7:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M. - Junior Class Christmas Party, Ballroom, LaFortune Student Center, Sponsored by Junior Class

• 7:30 P.M. - Lecture, Georgia Frey, Democratic candidate U.S. Senate, New Orleans Room, LaFortune Student Center, Sponsored by Notre Dame I-S Society

• 7:30 P.M. - Basketball, Notre Dame Women vs. Michigan, ACC Arena

• 8:00 P.M. - Lecture, "Meaning of Medugorje", Reverend Ed O'Connor, C.S.C., University of Notre Dame, Little Theater, LaFortune Student Center, Sponsored by Thomas More Society

• 8:00 P.M. - Lecture, "Literacy and Justice", Professor Gregory Baum, Saint Michael's College, University of Toronto, Library Auditorium, Sponsored by Theology Department

• 8:00 P.M. - Exxon Lecture, Theme: Meaning and the Self, Professor John J. Perry, Biological Sciences Auditorium, Sponsored by Exxon Lecture Series, College of Arts and Letters, and Department of Philosophy

• 8:10 P.M. - Theater Production, 'Hay Fever', O'Laughlin Auditorium, Students $4.00, General Admission: $5.00 and $6.00

Dinner Menus

Saint Mary's
Baked Meatloaf with Mushroom Gravy
Sweet and Sour Pork
Broccoli Cheddar Quiche

TV Tonight

6:00 P.M. 16 NewsCenter 16
6:30 P.M. 22 Eyewitness News
7:00 P.M. 16 ABC News Nightline
7:30 P.M. 22 Three's Company
8:00 P.M. 22 Tonight Show
8:30 P.M. 16 NewsCenter 16
9:00 P.M. 22 Night Court
9:30 P.M. 16 Night Court
10:00 P.M. 16 Hill Street Blues
10:30 P.M. 22 Knots Landing
11:00 P.M. 16 NewsCenter 16
11:30 P.M. 22 Tonight Show
12:00 P.M. 28 Eye on Hollywood
12:30 P.M. 28 ABC News Nightline
13:00 P.M. 28 Wild World of Animals

The Irish Gardens
Open Saturday, December 7!
Discount for weekend flowers ordered in advance
ORDER NOW! CALL 283-4242
Hours
Mon - Sat 12:30-5:30

Classes Before We Get Started, I Would Like to Talk a Little Bit About Your Papers.

The Irish Gardens
Open Saturday, December 7!
Discount for weekend flowers ordered in advance
ORDER NOW! CALL 283-4242
Hours
Mon - Sat 12:30-5:30
Irish men’s swim team opens season tomorrow

By KEVIN HERBERT

Standing offensive player and defensive tackle Eric Dorsey earned the award for outstanding defensive player.

Senior forward Trena Keys hopes to lead the Irish women’s basketball team to new heights this season, and the team will have its bands full in its home opener against Michigan. Marty Strauss previews the season below.

The next step?
Irish look to take a step beyond accomplishments of last year

By MARTY STRAUS

Standing offensive player and defensive tackle Eric Dorsey earned the award for outstanding defensive player.

Standing offensive player and defensive tackle Eric Dorsey earned the award for outstanding defensive player.

The Notre Dame women’s basketball team squares off against the University of Michigan tonight at the ACC in a contest which could set the tone for the 1985-86 season.

The Irish, hoping to at least equal last year’s 20-8 record and earn a spot in the NCAA Tournament, are in need of a win in their home opener after splitting their first two games on the road. Coach Mary DiStanislao’s squad dropped its opener 71-54 to Purdue, but bounced back to defeat Western Michigan 94-69.

Coach DiStanislao expects a struggle against the Wolverines and hopes her team is ready.

“It’s going to be a battle - that’s for sure,” she said. “They’re coming in here after last year’s loss to us (by a 74-64 score at Michigan) and they’ll be ready. They play hard and take a lot of pride in it.”

The Irish will enjoy a height advantage in tonight’s match-up, as the Wolverine front line measures about six feet across according to DiStanislao. She looks for Michigan to put the ball up from the outside and is not shy about taking her defense quickly. We also have to make them use the ball over.”

Despite these advantages, Michigan is a good team and we’re going to have to take it to them with a good transition game - switching from offense to defense quickly. We also have to make good use of our inside game by not turning the ball over.

The Irish want to kick the door open. “It’s going to be a battle that’s for sure,” said Welsh. “They’ve got some very good shooters, especially Wendy Bradtrich (who averaged 12.8 points per game last season),” she explained. “They can hit from the outside and is not shy about taking her shots from long range. Even though they’re smaller, they are a good rebounding team.

“For us to be successful, we have to beat them on the boards and disrupt their flow. They are a very deliberate team and we’re going to have to take it to them with a good transition game - switching from offense to defense quickly. We also have to make good use of our inside game by not turning the ball over.

Action gets under way at 7:30 tonight at the ACC.
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Assistant Sports Editor
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